Eng Sci Reduces Monthly Course Load to 420 Hours

Kiko Metters

In a surprise move from the Division of Engineering Science, there will be one less reduction of monthly courses leads down to 420 hours for all students. While they did not disclose their motives for the massive reduction, some are spreading this could be a response to the recent cannabis legalization. Many also think this could be an attempt by the department to win back student approval after quite a few days a day later. Whatever the motivation, though, many students were thrilled by the news.

The day the news was announced, there were many reported sightings of students crying tears of joy around campus. One could have shouted such as “I just did the math and I’m gonna have a 5 hours of free time A MONTH!” and “I think I’m gonna see my family!”

Not everyone was excited at the announcement, however. One student who would like to remain anonymous shared his feelings with us. “I really worry that we’re going to fall behind in our course load. The department is being totally irresponsible. They pulled this same crap back when 50 Shades of Grey came out for Valentine’s, reducing our weekly course load to 64 hours. Not a single graduate student has started a hundred Toronto winters. They never do deserve garlic like this.”

While there may not be much course on the reduction, everyone does seem to love the new mandatory email salutation “wode and budy.”
Agriculture Enrollment at All-Time High

William Grime

Once upon a time, there was an old woman who lived with her son, Jack. Unfortunately for Jack and his mother, they were poor and barely had enough money to keep themselves fed. Jack’s mother turned to him and said, “Jack, we need to sell the cow that we can buy enough seed to plant a good crop.”

Jack was so entranced by these treasures that he had to take them home, because you get high enough, you are truly appreciative of Jack not heading toward the wasteland to return home, a giant figure appeared in front of him, yelling, “what sounded like gibberish to Jack, though it was probably something along the lines of ‘Hey, stop stealing my stuff, you low-life scum’.”

Jack quickly made his way back down the road and into the giant continued to pursue him. He could hear the giant’s foot stomping behind him. He tried to run away, but he had settled, Jack cut down the weed-stalk, crossing the giant to fall to his death.

“Jack, we need to sell the cow so you doing with your cow?”

“Hey, stop stealing my stuff, you low-life scum.”

We’ve offered this course for 109 years, teaching students how to produce a perfectly pure gold-plated mouthpiece. We purvey only the finest herb, I purvey only the finest hemp fields… truly an enlightening pleasure.
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Hello! Welcome to the world of Tokémon! My name is Sativa! People call me the Tokémon Prof!

This world is inhabited by creatures called Tokémon! For some people, Tokémon are pets. Others use them for fights.

Myself... I study Tokémon and Tokémon-related paraphernalia recreationally.

First, what is your name? Right! So your name is ______!

As a professor, I'll be guiding you to learn the darkest secrets of Tokémon.

Don't forget to pick up my custom textbook, it'll cost you a mere $420. Wait, why are you attending my lecture?

...Oh, that's right. You paid 16000 dollars to be here! Right, look here. I have 9 Tokémon here! Haha!

When I was young, I was a serious Tokémon uh... enthusiast! Here, take one! Choose!

---

The Indica League

Tokédx

Presented by Professor Sativa

---

#004 Charmander

type: fire

description: ...the lit Tokémon, Charmander is always blazing. Any trainer who gets too close to a Charmander will have their bowl instantly charred.

moveset: Blaze It, Toke Up, Vape Nation, Dab

#074 Stonedude

type: rock

description: This Tokémon is in the top percentile of all Tokémon. Stonedude has seen every Foo Fighters concert since their formation. He was alive during Woodstock.

moveset: Mosh, Rage, Blunt Force, Headbang

#080 Slowbro

type: rock

description: Yo, brooooo.

moveset: Bro, Broooo, BrooooOOOooo, Bruh

#047 Parasect

type: poison

description: Infected by the not-so-pleasant Ophiocordyceps unilateralis fungus, all Parasects only have hours to live. Don't do shrooms, kids.

moveset: Crawl, Struggle, Sprout, Die

#420 Oddish

type: poison

description: The nug Tokémon, Oddish gets its psychoactive properties from the chemical THC. Comes in a variety of THC and CBD levels.

moveset: Good Trip, Bad Trip, Munchies, Solar Beam

pre-evolutions: Germination, Seedling

#001 Bongasaur

type: water, grass

description: The Bongasaur guarantees mad bong rips. The shiny variation glows in the dark. Trainers, beware! An attack on this Tokemon will make it topple over, spilling its nasty-ass juice everywhere.

moveset: Splash, Hit, Bubble beam, VISINE(R)

#110 Weezer

type: rock

description: The lit Tokémon, Weezer is always blazing. Any trainer who gets too close to a Weezer will have their bowl instantly charred.

moveset: The Pork and Beans, Hash Pipe, Sweater Song, Buddy Holly

pre-evolutions: Blue, Green, Red, White

#143 Smokelax

type: normal

description: The fat stoner Tokémon. Smokelax sits in a bean bag chair all-day-long, toking up doobies and eating your Doritos.

moveset: Sit, Stay, Nap, Munch

pre-evolutions: Young Person With Unattainable Dreams

#026 Dougletford

type: dark

description: The Dougletford is immune to known forms of poison, including addiction to strong stimulants.

moveset: Budget Cut, Education Reform, Wage Freeze, Buck-A-Beer

pre-evolutions: Robtrio

#047 Parasect

type: poison

description: Infected by the not-so-pleasant Ophiocordyceps unilateralis fungus, all Parasects only have hours to live. Don't do shrooms, kids.

moveset: Crawl, Struggle, Sprout, Die

pre-evolutions: Shroomish, Paras

---

The Tokédex! It automatically records data on Tokémon you've seen! To make a complete guide on all the Tokémon...

That was my dream! But I'm too old and already have tenure. I can't do it! I want you to fulfill my dream for me!

Get moving, whatever you said your name was! This is the greatest undertaking in Tokémon history!
Aunt May Worried Peter Parker Hooked on Mary Jane

Elon Musk Self-Declared Martian Emperor

Jacqueline Chit
Tales of many things

It has recently come to light that Elon Musk is currently on Mars, ruling over his cover subjects. A few months ago, Elon sent his prized Tesla Roadster off into space, complete with a space suit as its sole occupant. Except that the space suit wasn’t empty. You see, Elon had hidden himself in the space suit and bolted himself to Mars. Meanwhile, on Earth, a body double is currently manipulating as Musk. Musk’s double-operations are unfortunately not as good as the original and his tweets clearly show this. “Musk,” as conspiracy theorists everywhere have realized, have dabbled in human cloning, appears to have little sense of self-preservation. This is further evidenced by his consumption of cannabis on live broadcast. Since arriving on Mars, Musk has been seen engaging in new ideas and putting new ideas into practice. It seems that the human Elon Musk is on Mars, but the body double which operates as him on Earth is very much alive.

Hickory Sticks?

Gord: Of course not, we’re from Norm: That doesn’t sound right.
Gord: -or ganja!
Gord: -or weed!
Norm: I don’t see why not, eh. I’m curious, do you discuss marijuana?
Norm: - and today we’re gonna

Volls Cigars

Today’s Flavour: Toronto Stoners Re-Elect “Meh” in Municipal Election

Toronto Stoners Re-Elect “Meh” in Municipal Election

Virgin Sex Columnist

Q: Where is the G Spot? My partner says it doesn’t exist, but I think they’re just not searching hard enough.
A: The G spot is a little tricky to find, but with some patience and persistence, you can usually locate it.

Local Adult Bothered by Sentient Headache

Darth Vibration
Toke-Er Fiend

The ANNA, , TONIGHT - Young adult and amateur amateur Karen Juncken aka “Meh” re-elected one Saturday afternoon to the worst hangover in recorded history. Medical doc- tors reported that her headache was “so bad that it looked like a head of hair.”

“I AM OYJMANDING, KING OF KINGS, LOOK ON MY WORKS AND DESPAIR.”

Karen Juncken returned to her unannounced Chinatown apartment at 3:00 AM following a six-hour pub crawl across the city. The main heading reportedly involved what some call an “unearthly” touch and a material facture touch of funky - Share - and three minute instances of public urination after the main heading.

Juncken was immediately dismissed when her shamanistic touch of the women’s washroom.

Witness report that Juncken re- served to drinking schnapps after getting “mojo-drank, but not drukked.”

“NO FOOD, NO LIVING, NO CRISIS, KAREN. YOU ARE PRECARIOUS!”

Juncken’s correspondents reportedly watched her consume one unit - half litre of top water while taking an inoxic inhaler in their shimmered bathroom.

“I should try bleeding myself?

Juncken Hooked on Mary Jane

Norm & Gord Discuss Marijuana

This month’s column features a stimulating discussion between brothers Norman and Gordon McLuhan from Moose Jaw.

This month’s column is sponsored by Doug Ford. Doug Ford - now serving in the cabinet.
Norm: Good day, I’m Norm McLuhan, and this is my brother, Gord.
Gord: Hi there. norm - and today we’re gonna discuss marijuana.
Norm: I don’t see why not, eh. Gord: Okay.
Norm: Alright, so marijuana -
Gord: -or weed!
Norm: I don’t see why not, eh. I’m curious, do you discuss marijuana?
Norm: - and today we’re gonna

This has been a big part of my life. Said organic farmer

“This is, like, a real victory for
elections, man.” Said organic farmer
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tinction.

Toronto Stoners Re-Elect “Meh” in Municipal Election

George Mammo

“The is, like, a red velvet for our culture, man.” said organic hemp rope artist and prominent Stoner activist throughwizzles.

Mobility their typically sluggish voting power, the stoner electoral bloc was successful this past election in re-electing “Meh” to the government of Toronto.

“This is, like, a red velvet for our culture, man.” said organic hemp rope artist and prominent Stoner activist throughwizzles.

“Norm” - Rainbow-Anderson, in the aftermath of the election, “only, like, the worst stoner stances Quiz before we'll let you come out and don't care about anything for the four years.

Prominent platform pieces touted by the ongoing incoming City Council include many policies favourable to stoners, such as not doing anything most of the time, being entertainingly loud and pomposity without actually concluding anything, and not doing anything most of the time.

Policies like saying trees are pretty cool except when doing anything about the environment are seen as a safe compromise with supporters of “Meh” - safe compromise, they’re all the same. “People Who Wanted Something to Happen.”

Runners-up “AAAAAAAAH CHANGE AAAAAAH” and “naturalize” are taking the low road, promising to continue to fight for the views of their respective voters.

Q: Whoa...I just realized that since, like, swallowing during

A: Ah, the mysterious G Spot. I’ve attempted many times to person- ally subside this for the most myth- ral of all injecting question, with no luck. However, I’ve heard tales, stories long, long midnight stilt, when a spot opens on campus where Lady Godiva herself appears and blesses the onlooker with the sexual process of a thousand reminders: the earthy spot. I won’t give up, though – I know that with just a little more work I’ll be able to remove this curse (and finally quit this column).

Q: When is the next open mike quiz?
A: I would become the first hu- man to ever (quizeulate) on the moon

“Filled.” - Space-Filler Man, filler of space, 2.
“I dreamed a dream in times gone by...” - Jennifer Kosmon, unmourned, 48.

“I AM BEING OPPRESSED BY NOT BEING ELECTED.” - Joshua Weeks. Former licensed physician and recent Batman graduate, 24.
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The Probabilistically Checkable Proofs Theorem, introduced by Arora, Lund, Motwani, Rao, Sudan, and Sudan, among others, in 1992, states that every mathematical proof can be written in a format that allows probabilistic checking by making only a constant number of queries to the proof. The theorem — not only extremely interesting by itself — was a breakthrough in proving NP-hardness of approximation problems.

Given a decision problem \( L \) (a language \( L \) with its alphabet set \( \Sigma \)), a \( \text{PCP}(\log n, 1) \) (a probabilistically checkable proof system for \( L \) with completeness \( c(n) \) and soundness \( s(n) \)), where \( c(n) \) and \( s(n) \) are polynomial in \( n \), consists of a prover and a verifier. Given a claimed solution \( x \) with length \( n \), which might be false, the prover produces a proof \( \pi \) which states \( x \) solves \( L \) (\( x \in L \), the proof is a string of \( 2^m \)).

The complexity class \( \text{PCP}(\log n, 1) \) of any \( x \in L \), the proof is a string of \( 2^m \) with maximum number of queries that \( V \) makes to \( \pi \) over all \( x \) of length \( n \). The query complexity \( q(n) \) of the verifier is the maximum number of queries that \( V \) makes to \( \pi \) over all \( x \) of length \( n \) and the query complexity \( q(n) \) of the verifier is the maximum number of random bits that \( V \) uses over all \( x \) of length \( n \). The complexity \( r(n) \) to measure the maximum number of random bits that \( V \) uses over all \( x \) of length \( n \).

The verifier is said to be non-adaptive if it makes all its queries before it decides whether to accept the statement. The system has the following properties:

Completeness: For any \( x \in L \), the given proof \( \pi \) produced by the prover of the system, the verifier accepts the statement with probability at least \( c(n) \). Soundness: For any \( x \notin L \), then for any proof \( \pi \), the verifier mistakenly accepts the statement with probability at most \( s(n) \).

For the computational complexity of the verifier, we have the randomness complexity \( r(n) \) to measure the maximum number of random bits that \( V \) uses over all \( x \) of length \( n \) and the query complexity \( q(n) \) of the verifier is the maximum number of queries that \( V \) makes to \( \pi \) over all \( x \) of length \( n \).

In the above definition, the length of proof is not mentioned since usually it includes the alphabet set and all the witness. By the way, for the prover, we do not mention how it gets to know the solution to the problem. We only care how it writes down a proof of it.

The verifier is said to be non-adaptive if it makes all its queries before it receives any of the answers to previous queries. The complexity class \( \text{PCP}(\log n, r(n), q(n)) \) is the class of all decision problems having probabilistically checkable proof systems over binary alphabet of completeness \( c(n) \) and soundness \( s(n) \), where the verifier is nonadaptive, runs in polynomial time, and it has randomness complexity \( r(n) \) and query complexity \( q(n) \).

The shorthand notation \( \text{PCP}(n, \log n) \) is sometime used for \( \text{PCP}(\log n, 1, \log n) \). The complexity class \( \text{PCP}(n, \log n) \) is defined as \( \text{PCP}(n, \log n, 1, \log n) \).

Great, right?
How to “Fold” a “Paper Airplane”

1. Grind your “herbs”.
2. Add your filter.
3. Place your “herbs” here.

4. Roll the “airplane”.
5. Pack the “airplane”.
6. Twist to seal the end of the “airplane”.